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FTIR imaging is a novel spectroscopic technique able to provide cell imaging, in vivo and in real-time. How-
ever, one key issue is developing methodologies for cell culture on IR-transparent substrates fitting cell biology
requirements. In this work we tested different IR-transparent substrates in terms of biotoxicity, surface proper-
ties, and spectral image acquisition qualities. Only a few substrates, namely Si3N4, Ge, GLS, LaF3, Si, SrF2,
ZnS/C, ZnS/F, were found to provide cell culture conditions comparable to those observed on usual polycarbonate
Petri dishes, the main limiting parameter being the toxicity of the material (ZnS, GLS, PbF2, PbCl2) or a poor
adhesiveness (notably diamond, AgCl, CaF2, ZnS). From substrates eligible for a good-quality cell culture, the
spectral acquisition quality is mainly affected by the refractive index value. Finally, the best compromise between
cell culture quality and image spectral quality could be obtained using Si and Ge substrates. This rationalization
of the available IR-transparent substrates for bioimaging is particularly relevant for live cell analyses, where cell
culture conditions must remain unaffected by substrate properties.
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1. Introduction

In the field of cell imaging, there are two main kinds of
techniques: 1 — those based on contrast agents or probes
for analyzing a selected cellular compound, such as UV-
confocal microscopy; and 2 — those based on bulk infor-
mation of sample, as for spectroscopy-based techniques,
such as the Raman or FTIR [1, 2]. The clear advan-
tage of probe-based techniques is to define a priori and
without doubt the cellular information to analyze, thus
giving access to very precise information, quantitative as
well as topographic, when 3D rendering is feasible [3].
Bulk analytical methods usually are not accurate, but
by opening the spectrum of information collected from
the sample, they also allow access to many characters
relating to cell contents [4]. Another major difference
between these two aspects of cell imaging is that by fo-
cusing on a single target in the confined environment of
a cell, probe-based techniques have to be developed for
very fast acquisitions (real-time at the ms scale and be-
low), and at spatial resolution down to the nanoscale [5].
This is clearly an analytical challenge that spectroscopic
analytical methods will have to face up to continue play-
ing a role in the field of cell imaging.

Among the available techniques, the Raman mi-
croscopy seems to have gained in visibility by reach-
ing ≈250 nm spatial resolution for the semiconfocal se-
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tups [6], a value satisfactory for imaging many cell sub-
compartments, such as mitochondria, vesicles, and the
nucleus. It can be also coupled to other techniques, such
as atomic force microscopy (AFM) or UV fluorescence,
allowing a multimodal analysis of samples [1]. However,
live cell imaging is not a viable routine while using the
Raman microscopy, due to ionization and heating effect
on cells and also because of the long acquisition required
by a 3D mapping (≈1 h for high quality spectral acqui-
sition) [7]. Among drawbacks, the laser effect on cell
seems the most limiting parameter for cell imaging stud-
ies, since no cell biochemical processes can be investi-
gated under a laser irradiation [8, 9]. This laser effect
can be moderated thanks to heat dispersion by water.
To the contrary, FTIR imaging is now routinely used for
analyzing biosamples, notably tissue sections [10]. It is
however still in an experimental development phase for
a routine use for cell imaging [1, 11, 12], suffering princi-
pally from the lack of spatial lateral resolution, typically
a few µm, which is not sufficient for sub-cellular analyses.

Traditionally, FTIR imaging is used in transmission,
reflectance or transflectance mode with some major lim-
its [13], such as dispersion artifacts (i.e., the Mie scatter-
ing), a lateral resolution diffraction limited as a function
of wavelength (λ/2 at the best: 3–6 µm in the mid-IR
spectral interval), the impossibility to analyze living sam-
ples due to water absorption fluctuations, and a limited
sensitivity while analyzing very small samples, namely
single cells [12]. Synchrotron radiation [14] may over-
come these drawbacks thanks to the enhanced signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) while using a focal-plane array (FPA)
detector, within short-time acquisitions (1–2 min). In
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vitro imaging has been also shown to work with globar
and SR sources, thus promising routine and high spec-
tral quality results, respectively [15]. To benefit from SR
source performances, a specific experimental setup was
proposed, where the IR beam was tuned in such a way
to maximize the photon flux homogeneity between pixels
rather than an intense small photon spot [11]. This was
a real advancement if compared with previous image ac-
quisition based on single element detector, that requires
long acquisition time affected also by beam stability and
homogeneity of SNR [16]. However, recent technological
developments on FTIR imaging systems are now allow-
ing the use of attenuated total reflection (ATR) crystals
coupled to FPA detectors [15]. This clearly opens new
frontiers to live cell imaging and even real-time analyses if
we use a SR-IR beam [8] for reducing the acquisition time
down to to the second and subsecond domain [9]. The
expected analytical performances of this new ATR-FTIR
imaging setup include a lateral resolution of 1 × 1 µm2

or below, collecting the evanescent signal on the crystal
surface for in vitro measurements with a negligible con-
tribution by water absorptions.

However, this setup requires that the cell culture is per-
formed directly on the ATR crystal, usually made by ger-
manium (Ge) or diamond (Dd) crystals for the existing
contact-mode devices. At present, no systematic studies
are available on the most used IR-transparent windows to
determine which substrate can match the quality of cell
culture performed on a polycarbonate Petri dish. Re-
cently, an interesting study has compared seven IR slides
(CaF2, Si, ZnSe, BaF2, ZnS, MirrIR, Al), which are the
mostly used for FTIR microscopy of cells, but did not
tested their biotoxicity level and other substrates were
not considered [17]. This is a major methodological is-
sue for developing live cell imaging using an ATR crystal

supports for proposing new protocols for biological re-
searches. Here, we present a cell culture study on 15
IR-transparent windows to determine which substrates
offer the best compromise between cell culture quality
expectations and IR spectral image quality. The study
focuses both on cell growth parameters (biotoxicity, divi-
sion, differentiation. . . ) and spectral information quality
(spectral information obtained at nucleus, cytosol, and
membrane locations) extracted from FTIR images of in-
dividual cells.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. IR-transparent substrates

The 15 substrates selected for this study are listed in
Table I with their main optical properties (most of optical
properties are available at www.crystran.co.uk/). Poly-
carbonate and glass have been added for biotoxicity and
adhesion values, thus allowing a direct comparison with
results on IR-transparent substrates.

2.2. Cell culture

A dedicated cell culture method has been set up to
allow a molecular analysis by FTIR imaging. The cell
line used to test the culture method was the U87 hu-
man glioma cells (ATCC, HTB-14), which is highly pro-
liferative and well resistant to stress factors. Cells were
grown in a DMEM/F-12 medium supplemented with 10%
fetal calf serum, 1 g/L of glucose, glutamine and antibi-
otics. Cells were routinely propagated in a humidified 5%
CO2 atmosphere at 37 ◦C (Heraeus incubator BB-6060).
For obtaining a majority of individual cells on the IR-
transparent substrate, sub-confluent cells were washed
with PBS and incubated for 18 h in DMEM F405-derived
serum-free medium containing 5.55 mmol/L glucose.

Fig. 1. Principal component regression. A) The ellipse shows the correlation between different parameters and the
factors F1, F2. B) Biplot of parameters and substrates positions vs. the factor F1 and F2.

Cell cultures on IR-transparent windows were per-
formed in parallel after sterilization of supports (24 h
bath in ethanol + UV radiation for 15 min). Supports
were placed in the Petri dishes before inserting culture

medium and cells. Cells were incubated for 24 h before re-
moving the substrates and washed three times with PBS.
Residual buffer was removed by contact of substrate cor-
ner with absorbent paper. Substrates were immediately
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placed into tubes, closed and plunged in liquid N2 for cry-
ofixation. Tubes were further placed into a dry chamber
with laminar flux at –20 ◦C and open for slow lyophyl-
ization (12 h) to remove cellular water. After closing
the tubes to avoid moisture deposition at temperature
changes, samples were removed from the chamber and
tubes could be open again after return to ambient tem-
perature and substrates could be removed. Cell counting
on substrate and the Petri dish (both on the same well
and on control wells) was performed optically under an
optical microscope for 3 different 2 × 2 mm2 areas on
every substrate. Examples of cell cultures performed on
different IR-transparent substrates are shown in Fig. 1.

2.3. FTIR imaging

Optical and FTIR images were performed with the
same microscope (Bruker Hyperion 3000 with a 64 × 64
elements FPA detector) coupled to a FTIR spectrometer
(Bruker Equinox 55) illuminated by a synchrotron radi-
ation IR source (ø ≈ 35 µm) as described elsewhere [18].
N2 purge was performed on both the microscope and the
spectrometer for ensuring optimal spectra acquisitions
and the plexiglass box (on the front of IR microscope)
filled for better N2 purge effectiveness. FTIR spectra
acquisitions were performed in transmission mode, us-
ing 128 co-added scans (4000–900 cm−1) and a 8 cm−1

spectral resolution. Individual cells were analyzed in
triplicate per window with the magnification level sets
at 36× (the final IR image has a pixel size of about
≈ 1.1 × 1.1 µm2). From each 2D image, the spectrum
with higher signal level at amide spectral interval corre-
sponding to the nucleus location was extracted. Then the
integration of absorption from lipids (3000–2850 cm−1),
amides I (1720–1600 cm−1) and II (1600–1490 cm−1)
bands were performed.

2.4. Statistics

The first analysis between cell culture and substrate
properties was the evaluation of biotoxicity and adhesive-
ness. All substrates identified as unsuitable for cell cul-
ture were removed from the further analysis. Significant
parameters of a substrate were identified and evaluated.
The first step was discriminating the covariables of sub-
strates, i.e., potential redundancy of variables evaluating
the same substrate of the cell culture parameter. The
correlation test has been made for the main substrates
properties (see supplementary material — Table I). A
correlation matrix was built among optical properties of
substrates and SNR values at different spectral intervals
using the Pearson coefficient with a limit of confidence set
at 5%. Multivariate analysis of the correlation among op-
tical and spectral data was also performed using principal
component regression (PCR).

3. Results and discussion

The aim of this study was to determine an optimized
substrate characterized by the most suitable properties

for FTIR imaging of cells directly grown on this sup-
port. The objective is a critical step before proceeding
to develop dedicated methodologies for live cell imaging
by FTIR spectro-microscopy [9]. Actually, we look for a
substrate characterized by optimal optical properties, al-
lowing simultaneously cell culture in conditions better or
comparable to the routine cell biology procedures, where
polycarbonate (PC) or glass-made Petri dishes are used.
The most relevant parameter for cell biology is the bio-
compatibility of the substrate, which can be character-
ized both by cell viability and by cell adhesiveness on
the surface (Table II). Considering biotoxicity, we may
point out that Ge, Si, diamond, Si3N4, and LaF3 are
the only substrates offering comparable biocompatibility
(less than 10% cell death) to PC (5% cell death) or glass
(3% cell death). The ZNS/C was also very close with a
value of ≈11% of cell death. Thus, the first useful infor-
mation of this study is that the widely used substrates
for FTIR spectroscopy and imaging in biosciences, i.e.,
CaF2, ZnSe, and ZNS/F, are too toxic to allow a nor-
mal cell culture. It is thus obvious that substrate effects
induced on cells can alter and even overcome effects in-
duced by drugs, radiations. . . etc. masking the “real”
experimental results. This critical issue points out the
urgent need to define dedicated protocols for IR imaging
techniques applied to live cell studies. The second pa-
rameter we took into account is cell adhesiveness on sub-
strates. Compared to PC (187 cell/mm2) or glass (171
cells/mm2), IR-transparent substrates providing satisfy-
ing results were Si3N4 > Si > LaF3 > ZNS/C > Ge. All
other substrates clearly show much lower cell adhesive-
ness. Again, CaF2, ZnSe, and ZNS/F substrates are not
satisfying in term of cell culture parameters, ruling out
definitively such IR-transparent supports for IR imaging
applications of cultured cells. A particular case is dia-
mond that although shows a low toxicity exhibits also
one of the lowest adhesiveness. Indeed, before remov-
ing the support from the Petri dish, optical observations
showed on the diamond surface a large number of living
but floating cells or cells grown only on surrounding PC
or glass surface of the Petri dish. This is certainly due
to the surface properties of the diamond, which is char-
acterized by very few hydroxyle residues [19]. The latter
are necessary to cells to covalently bind ECM compo-
nents (polysaccharides and fibrous proteins). Diamond
is a good example of substrate with a low toxicity for cell
culture but also physical properties inhibiting the cell
adhesion on its surface. It cannot be considered suitable
for cell cultures. To conclude about biocompatibility, the
best substrates are Si3N4, Si, LaF3, and Ge. It must be
stressed here that, except Ge, regularly used for reflection
measurements in the mid-IR region due to its high refrac-
tive index (4.0) compared to biosamples (≈1.2–1.4), the
other biocompatible substrates are rarely used by spec-
troscopists [11, 20–25].

As a second step, we analyzed FTIR imaging data ob-
tained on cryofixed cells grown on the substrates con-
sidered suitable. In particular, we checked about corre-
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lations between physical characteristics of the substrate
and absorptions of amides and lipids [26] at nucleus loca-
tion. Because of their weak absorptions at the single cell
level, saccharides and phosphates were not considered in
this study. The aim was to define which substrates may
provide the highest SNR on FTIR image spectra of a cell.
Obtaining high SNR level is critical for imaging applica-

tions because cryofixed cells contain a very low amount
of organic materials which is reflected by a really small
intensity at the pixel level. Considering a lateral reso-
lution of 1.1 × 1.1 µm2, it can be estimated that each
pixel receives photons originated by an interaction with
an amount of organic matter from 0.01 to 0.15 ng located
from cytosol to nucleus locations.

TABLE I

Main optical properties of IR-transparent substrates. n = refractive index, R = reflection coefficient; T = transmission coeffi-
cient; A = absorption transmission coefficient; k = thermal conductivity; ε = dielectric constant; τ = contact angle; b = biotox-
icity; a = adhesion; n.a. = not accessible. Units: n [10 µm]; A [cm−1] at 10 µm; k [Wm−1K−1] at 293K; ε [GHz] at 300K;
τ [deg.]; b [% of cell death]; a [cells cm−1] — after 24 h incubation.

PC glass Ge SrF2 LaF3 ZNS/C ZNS/F GLS Si3N4 Si CaF2 ZnSe D AgCl PbF2

n – – 4.01 1.39 1.60 2.49 2.24 2.40 1.98 3.42 1.39 2.43 2.38 1.99 1.70
R – – 0.36 0.03 0.05 0.18 0.15 0.29 0.11 0.30 0.03 0.17 0.17 0.11 0.07
T – – 1.88 1.32 1.44 1.72 1.67 1.70 1.59 1.84 1.32 1.71 1.70 1.60 1.48
A – – 0.027 0.001 0.00085 0.0006 0.02 0.005 0.005 0.00001 0.0078 0.0005 0.07 n.a. 0.018
k – – 58.61 1.42 5.1 27.2 16.7 0.43 30 163.3 9.71 19 2600 1.15 n.a.
ε – – 16.09 1.93 2.56 6.22 5.02 5.75 3.93 11.70 1.92 5.88 5.67 3.98 2.88
τ – – 38.32 74.24 64.29 70.81 78.62 71.08 60.41 45.58 50.76 70.36 94.92 73.20 93.60
b 5 3 2 16 7 11 23 31 6 3 19 29 5 33 61
a 187 171 107 44 155 109 9 7 164 157 24 17 5 9 4

The substrate physical characteristics are described
as a matrix of covariables (Table I). Coming directly
from the electrodynamics, several quantities were found
strictly related: refractive index, dielectric constant, re-
flection coefficient, and transmission coefficient. There-
fore, a significant correlation was obtained and three of
these parameters could be removed from the study be-
cause of their redundancy, maintaining only the refractive
index. Table II shows the bilateral correlation values be-
tween substrates optical parameters and IR spectral data
at the nucleus location. Except the negative relationship
found between the IR absorption level of the amide con-
tribution and the contact angle of substrates, no other
correlation emerges. The negative correlation found be-
tween the IR absorption level and the contact angle is
however, an additional demonstration that the cell ad-
hesiveness is a prerequisite for a valuable live cell imag-
ing protocol. The opposite behavior observed between
cell adhesion and contact angle in the correlation plot
of the Fig. 1A points out the role of substrates physical
property to obtain a standard cell growth. However, the
lack of positive correlation with any other physical pa-
rameter demonstrates that no individual parameter can
be selected to assess which substrate is suitable for cell
imaging.

Therefore, a multivariate approach was necessary, con-
sidering many parameters at the same time for a correla-
tion with spectral data. The principal component regres-
sion (PCR) approach can be used to calibrate multivari-
ate objects and thus compare systems defined by several
parameters. Fig. 1A and B shows the main results ob-
tained with PCR for spectral data obtained at nucleus
location on cell FTIR images. At the nucleus location,

TABLE II

Correlation matrix between optical properties of sub-
strates and spectral integration values at the nucleus lo-
cation. fac — fatty acyl chains

n k A τ b a

amides 0.186 –0.427 –0.487 –0.789 –0.507 0.383
amide 1 0.291 –0.404 –0.407 –0.780 –0.512 0.425
amide 2 0.402 –0.343 –0.456 –0.769 –0.482 0.503

fac 0.616 –0.233 –0.423 –0.339 –0.314 0.407

TABLE III

Significant parameters from the PCR test between opti-
cal and biological properties of substrates and spectral
data at nucleus location of cells.

R2 n k A τ b a

amides 0.815 0.354 –0.597 –0.454 0.439
amide 1 0.845 0.464 –0.659 –0.559 –0.474 0.346
amide 2 0.845 0.508 –0.753

fac 0.698 0.675 –0.533

i.e., where the largest part of the signal comes from the
nucleus itself (dense proteic object), but also from cy-
toskeleton (dense around nucleus for stability purposes),
it was found that refractive index, adhesion, contact an-
gle, and biotoxicity are the most significant parameters.
Indeed, Fig. 1A points out the correlation between the
parameters and two factors (F1, F2). Again, consider-
ing the results shown in Fig. 1B, the adhesion parameter
is the most relevant. This bi-plot shows that diamond,
GLS, ZnS/F and PbF2 are in opposite position with ad-
hesion parameter, and then unsuitable for cell growth. If
diamond is characterized by a poor adhesiveness, PbF2,
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GLS, and ZNS/F are characterized by a high toxicity
(see Table I). In addition PCR gives the value of each
parameter with their standard deviation and the value of
the t-student test. A variable is significant when the p
value greater than |t|is less than 0.01%. Thus, Table III
shows only the significant parameters. Consequently, to
have the highest integration value i.e., for example the
highest SNR value for the amide I region, we need a sub-
strate with high adhesion level, high refractive index, low
biotoxicity, low contact angle, and low thermal conduc-
tivity. Physical parameters of substrates involved in mul-
tivariate correlation with IR signal level were found more
numerous for amides absorption (1700–1480 cm−1), with
a higher correlation coefficient (> 0.8), than for fatty acyl
chains absorptions (3020–2800 cm−1). This is due to the
higher SNR found in the amide spectral region, where the
signal is by far higher than in the fatty acyl chains range.
With an IR microscopy setup providing a 1.1× 1.1 µm2

pixel resolution, this is clearly a direct consequence of the
low organic material found at the single cell level [13].
Therefore, one must consider that correlations emerg-
ing by this cell imaging study among substrates physical
properties and IR absorption values are more reliable for
the amide spectral range. The most suitable substrates
characterized by the highest adhesiveness and refractive
index values are Si > Ge > Si3N4 > LaF3 > ZnS/C.
Moreover, considering the biocompatibility results ob-
tained, Ge, Si, Si3N4, and LaF3 are the best substrates
for cell cultures devoted to high quality FTIR imaging.

4. Conclusion
The aim of this study was to determine the best sub-

strate allowing to achieve the highest SNR for FTIR cell
imaging. An important result we obtained was the poor
biocompatibility of several substrates commonly used by
IR spectroscopists such as for CaF2 or ZnSe. The latter
do not appear suitable for IR imaging of cultured cell, a
prerequisite condition for live cell analyses. Optical prop-
erties of biocompatible substrates were further tested.
Data point out that best substrates for FTIR imaging
are Si and Ge. Germanium is already used in commer-
cial ATR crystals and can be then reasonably considered
a suitable material for high-quality high-resolution live
cell imaging by means of FTIR microscopy. This study
also points out that a rationale selection of substrates for
live cell IR imaging have to be considered to push the IR
spectroscopy towards in vitro applications.
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